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1. Version history 
Version Changes (short description) Author Date 

1.0 First version  Anders Bjällmark 2022-03-18 

1.1 Updates: In section 5 updated with Release 1 & 

Future Plan corresponding to interface possible 

evolution.   

Anders Bjällmark 2022-03-25 

1.2 Removed legacy API – made redundant and will 

not be supported in future releases 

Mattias Nordin 2022-10-12 

2. Reference 
Ref Description Version Comment 

1 Coloreel Factory Automation 1.0.2  

    

    

 

  



 

 

 

3. Context Factory Automation 
 
The scope for this Factory automation description is to describe the target to support for the Coloreel Factory 
Automation API to support an efficient data flow within Embroidery production. The API is implemented on the 
Coloreel ITCU. 
 
The scope for the Factory Automation API is to support the following needs for different users in a production 
environment.  

- A Factory Planner that details what, when and by which machine that should produce an Embroidery 

- A Factory Monitoring that wants to know the status of the equipment used for producing 

Embroideries.  

- A Factory Monitoring that wants to know the status of produced orders.  

The description also list some limitations that should be considered by the Factory Planner.  
 
 

  



 

 

 

4. Operational Use Case  

4.1. Factory Planner 
 

Use Case Factory Planner Production Order  

Description: The Factory Planner schedules the production of Embroidery 
orders toward the producing equipment  

Trigger A Sales order as an input to the Factory Planner system 

Detailed Steps:  Factory Planning creates a production order.  
 
Factory Planner deliver the design files to the production units. 
Factory Planner deliver the order and material to the production 
units.   
Factory Planner deliver the order information to production 
operator.  
 
Production operator produce the design files in the production 
units.   

ITCU limitations 
Sustainablility  

ITCU start coloring the next embroidery before embroidery 
machine is ready with the existing embroidery to minimize the 
thread consumption in-between two embroideries.  
 
To support this sustainability feature the Factory Planner needs to 
be able to transmit to the ITCU the plan for current and next 
embroidery to produce.  

ITCU limitations 
Color Change 
Precision 

Since the thread consumption varies with different material 
thicknesses and structure this aspect is an important data 
(Mateial) that must be provided by the Factory Planner.  
 
The Material correspond to a reference to a trained ITCU setup 
that shall be used. The producer must define his own setups in the 
ITCU and trained them accordingly.  

 
 

Use Case Request available material  

Description: The Factory Planner wants to request what material is available in 
the production equipment to be able to define the proper orders.  

Trigger Automatic or manually by operator 

Detailed Steps:  Factory Planer sends a request to the production equipment 
The production equipment respond with available setups.   

 
  



 

 

 

4.2. Factory Monitoring 
 

Use Case Request equipment status 

Description: The Factory Monitoring function want to see the production 
equipment status to being able to check equipment availability 
and potentially request maintenance resources  

Trigger Automatic or manually by operator 

Detailed Steps:  Factory Planning (FP) send a status request the to the production 
equipment that respond with the operational status for the 
equipment.  

 
Use Case Request order status 

Description: Factory Monitoring wants see the production order status from 
the producing equipment 

Trigger Automatic or manually by operator 

Detailed Steps:  Factory Planning (FP) request the status of production orders sent 
to the production equipment  

 
  



 

 

 

5. Interface description for ITCU 
 
This chapter gives a high level description of the commands to be supported by the ITCU. Detailed 
specifications for technical implementation available on request. 

5.1. Release 1 – Available from ITCU SW 2.1.4 and later  
 

Authentication will be modified (compared to existing in Ref 1).  

Interface Requests (to ITCU) Response (from 
ITCU) 

Comments 

Factory Planner   …planned update… 

UploadCSE Filename (of CSE) 
Filedata (CSE) 

OK, NOK Only upload of design files 

OrderCSE Filename (of CSE) 
Material 
Barcode * 

OK, NOK Queue the order of the CSE-file 
on requested Material  
 

DeleteQueue (empty) OK, NOK  

Note: Response NOK (Not OK) will be error codes in actual implementation. 
* Barcode placeholder for later implementation in ITCU (to allow embroidery machine barcode reader to scan a 
ITCU displayed barcode) 

5.2. Release Future Plan 
 

Preliminary content for future releases. Details and plans available on request. 

Interface Requests (to ITCU) Response (from 
ITCU) 

Comments 

Factory Monitoring    

LastOrderResult Number ListofOrderResult Input number how many order 
results is wanted 
 
Output:  
CSE-file, Date, OK/NOK 

UnitStatus (empty) StatusResponse 00 = OK 
01 = Printing 
02 = NOK (Cr. Maj err) 
03 = InService (or maintenance) 

Factory Setup    

AvailableMaterial (empty) ListofMaterial Output 
MaterialName, Status 
Status = New, Trained, 
Observation 

DeleteCSE Filename (of CSE) OK, NOK File deletion command 

DeleteCSL Filename (of CSL) OK, NOK File deletion command 

UploadMaterial   Not necessary from API  

DownloadMaterial   Not necessary from API 

Factory Planner    

UploadCSL Filename (of CSL) 
Filedate (CSL) 

OK, NOK Only upload of design files 
(CSL). Library file 

OrderSwatch Swatchname OK, NOK  

 

 
 
 



 

 

 

 
 
  


